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Tame Rebellion
Reviewed by Michael Anderson

Has any decade of the

American Century been writ-
ten about more yet under-
stood less than the Fifties? In
both the popular and the
scholarly minds, it exists as
caricature, one held in
contrast with an equally cartoonish
conception of the Sixties: either a prison pre-
ceding liberation, or Eden before the
Apocalypse. “When conservatives look back to
the 1950s,” Alan Petigny writes, “they see an
era of sexual reticence, a time when conserva-
tive Christianity was on the march, a halcyon
era of order and tradition untarnished by the
turmoil that would come. Conversely, liberals
often vilify this time for its hypocrisy and
repression.” More sensibly, scholars have rec-
ognized that one decade flowed into its succes-
sor, that the Fifties paved the way for the Six-
ties. Although Petigny would have it
otherwise, The Permissive Society
demonstrates the truth of the middle way.
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under law since the days of Magna Carta, and
had, within living memory, fought a civil war
and executed King Charles I to resist royal
absolutism.

This analysis leads to Pincus’s key insight, that
the Glorious Revolution represented a battle
between two competing projects of moderniz-
ation. King James had sought to modernize the
country along French lines, establishing a large
standing army and professional tax-raising
bureaucracy, and bringing crucial institutions into
line, by, for instance, appointing militant Cath-
olics to run Oxford and Cambridge colleges. The
consequences of a successful counterrevolution by
James, warned the English cleric James Gardiner,
“would have been a French government.” The
Bishop of Gloucester preached that “’twill be
crime enough to be an Englishman.”

But James faced the competing Whig and
commercial project of modernization, whose
great instruments were Parliament and the
Bank of England, the latter of which was able
to finance the national debt incurred by the
new foreign policy of resisting French domi-
nance across Europe. The Whig project was
decentralized, whereas James had sought to
consolidate power in his own person; it was
participatory, whereas James had sought an
exclusive power; it was urban and mercantile,
whereas James and his Tory supporters had
believed that all wealth came from the land; it
was about limiting and challenging and
balancing power, whether it was based in
London or Paris or Rome, rather than submit-
ting to it.

The Britain that resulted (which, after the
Act of Union of 1707, included Scotland)
transformed its political system, political
economy, church and state systems, and for-
eign policy. Absolute monarchy and Catholi-
cism had been defeated by Protestantism,
Parliament, and commerce. Britain had
become not simply a different state but a dif-
ferent country, and so deeply rooted were
these changes that the cardinal principle of
resisting any other power that sought to

dominate Europe has remained the bedrock
of British policy for three centuries.

Why didn’t this bold perception ever take
hold? Pincus provides his own challenging
answer: “A central point of this narrative has
been that the hyper-specialization of history
has not only made historical writing accessi-
ble to ever narrower audiences but that the
breakdown of historical processes into social,
religious, intellectual, political, constitu-
tional, military, and diplomatic history has
made it impossible to specify broad revolu-
tionary shifts and identify their causes.” Pin-
cus proves himself wrong: This is an all-
embracing narrative history in the grand
tradition.
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Born from his doctoral dissertation, the
book displays more bumptiousness than bril-
liance. American manners and mores “had
been on the march for at least half a century,”
he writes, and the pace accelerated ever more
rapidly after World War II. This moment he
portentously calls “the Permissive Turn”; it
was, in fact, the final triumph of the social
trend increasingly dominant since World War
I (an event The Permissive Decade ignores),
urban modernism. Petigny essentially
transposes contemporary culture wars back a
half-century. What he approves of is “open and
democratic,” not to mention “modern”; what
he disdains are prejudices such as “elitism and
sexual prudery.” The first, no surprise, is
“liberal,” the second “conservative”—labels now
so greasy that they would scarcely have utility
even with the careful definition Petigny
neglects to provide. A pity, because his hours
in the stacks have yielded a profusion of data
that might facilitate some genuine insight into
a pivotal era.

Anyone middle-aged in 1950 had
experienced three worldwide catastrophes—
two world wars and an equally devastating
economic collapse. Reconstruction was in
order, for individuals as well as for society, and
to replace the gods that had failed, Americans
eagerly embraced ones that seemed more
promising. As Petigny details, psychology was
valorized: In 1955, the publishers of MAD
magazine issued a new comic called
Psychoanalysis; alcoholism was converted
from a sin to a disease; and the clergy set
about “transforming theology into therapy.”
Religion itself substituted appeasement for
apocalypse; Brotherhood Week “explicitly cau-
tioned celebrants against engaging in discus-
sions of theology or church policy,” and Dwight
D. Eisenhower famously advocated “deeply felt
religious faith, and I don’t care what it is.”

Perhaps most tellingly, as described in
Petigny’s best-argued chapter, the status of
women was ever on the rise. They were no
longer junior partners in marriage. “As Pat

Boone crooned in his 1958 hit, marriage was
now a ‘50-50 deal.’ ” A majority of Americans,
both male and female, told pollsters they could
endorse a woman as president, and “by the
end of the 1950s, not only were there
significantly more women serving as state leg-
islators than at the end of World War II or at
the close of the 1940s, but there were slightly
more . . . than at the end of the 1960s.”

At the same time, however, Americans
yearned for the simulacrum of stability. Indeed,
a faux nostalgia for normalcy gripped the pop-
ular imagination, a desire to remember a world
that never was. This was manifested most spec-
tacularly in the Red Scare, but, perhaps not
surprisingly, the urge to create an idealized
past was visited particularly heavily upon the
next generation. Despite the near-hysterical
condemnations of their music (rock ‘n’ roll
“often plunges men’s minds into degrading and
immoral depths,” declared Martin Luther King
Jr.), their clothes (a juvenile court judge cited
blue jeans as “a factor in sex delinquency”), and
their deportment (“Going steady is a menace to
the purity of our youth,” the principal of a
Roman Catholic high school proclaimed),
Petigny perceptively notes that “the rebellious-
ness of teenagers was not only tolerated by the
larger culture, but was, to a large degree, sanc-
tioned.” No surprise: The “rebellion” was epito-
mized by the pranks of Dennis the Menace; the
putatively defiant heroes of The Wild One and
Rebel Without a Cause wound up “affirming
the ideals of the larger society.”

Uneasy, unsettled, traveling in competing
directions, the unacknowledged act uneasily
conjoined with the camouflaging word: This is
the prescription for anxiety, the situation
Sigmund Freud considered the besetting condi-
tion of modern man (not “guilt,” as Petigny
writes). Little wonder that the decade saw the
finest works from cinema’s master of psychologi-
cal subversion, Alfred Hitchcock—the Fifties
were indeed the Age of Anxiety.
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